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Williams: critique of utilitarianism

G . George is a conscientious chemist opposed to developing CBW. One day
he is offered a job to develop CBW. He is told that, if he refuses the offer, the job will to go
to NN who is very keen on this research. Moreover, if he accepts the job, there will be some
immediate and tangible benefits to his family. What is he supposed to do?

J I . Jim, on a visit to Latin America, finds himself in the company of miscre-
ants who are about to shoot twenty innocent Indians. Jim is offered a choice: either he shoots
one Indian and the rest go free, or else all twenty will die. What is he supposed to do?

T . Williams argues that, according to utilitarianism, George obviously
has to accept the offer, and that Jim obviously must shoot the Indian. But, even if this were
true, it would not be obviously true.

A possible utilitarian retort: not always there is a choice between a good action and a bad
action. Sometimes we choose between a bad and a very bad. So, for example, we do not say
that killing the one Indian is good. We only say that, under the circumstances, it is better than
doing nothing.

Question 1. Does the utilitarian retort work?

Question 2. Can the theory of subordinate principles be invoked to deal with Williams’ exam-
ples?

R . Williams takes his examples to provide intuitive evidence against utilitari-
anism. He then asks how utilitarianism could deal with them. In other words, how could an
utilitarian judge George’s choice to produce CBW and Jim’s decision to kill the Indian both
morally wrong? One standard way is by looking into the effects these actions could have on the
agents’ characters and on public interest.

Generally this idea of remote effects works as follows. Suppose I borrowed some money
from you. Then you die before I could return the money. Your family is very rich. My family
is very poor. It may be that, by the utilitarian standard, I am not obligated to return the money.
But wait: by lying on this occasion I may get used to lying, and so this locally beneficial lie is
likely to lead to globally bad consequences. ⇒ I should return the money for purely utilitarian
reasons.

Similarly, suppose we punish one innocent person to deter a thousand criminals. This might
be right by the utilitarian standard. But wait: we are setting a precedent of punishing innocents,
thus producing very many bad consequences in the more remote future. ⇒ We should not
punish that innocent person for purely utilitarian reasons.

Williams’ argument is subtle. First, observe that the very idea of remote effects can take off
only if we already believe that the actionwaswrong. Otherwise, whywould these remote effects
be adverse? Second, in the case of Jim the utilitarian may appeal to self-indulgent squeamish-
ness that would be encouraged in the agent’s character. But such feeling of ‘squeamishness’
is self-indulgent only if we have already adopted an utilitarian point of view. On the contrary,
Williams urges, this feeling is legitimate, and its presence is itself evidence for us not being
utilitarians.

R P . The utilitarian justification of Jim’s shooting an innocent Indian
relies on the idea that, if Jim does nothing, Pedro will mow down 20 Indians. So, if Jim were to
do nothing, he would be responsible for the death of 20 Indians. This is a much worse outcome
than to be responsible for the death of just one Indian.



Williams replies: the very fact of doing nothing should not make Jim responsible for the
killing of 20 Indians. What it does is shift responsibility onto Pedro. Pedro (or his captain) is
not a robot. When Jim withdraws, it is up to Pedro to shoot or not to shoot the Indians. The
utilitarian makes Jim responsible not simply for the ⟨killing of Indians⟩, but rather for ⟨Pedro’s
killing for Indians⟩. In other words, Jim is made responsible for Pedro’s decisions (if he were
to do nothing). But why should anyone be held responsible for anyone else’s decisions? This
is unreasonable. Pedro would lie, if he were to say to Jim, ‘Well, you leave me with no choice,
now I have to shoot all these people etc.’ There is always a choice.

[I wonder what Williams would say if Pedro were a dragon. Suppose Pedro the dragon
needs human flesh to satisfy his hunger. Suppose Jorge is one fat Indian. If Pedro eats Jorge,
his hunger will be satisfied for a whole week. But Pedro cannot visually distinguish between
fat and thin Indians. And so here we are: Pedro is about to eat 20 captured Indians, while Jim
happens to stumble on the scene (he is not in danger himself, since dragons cannot stand the
European body odour). So Jim has a choice: either feed Jorge to Pedro, thus saving 19 thin
Indians, or else do nothing, and let Pedro eat these 19 Indians plus Jorge as a dessert. The point
here is to make Pedro a force of nature, rather than a human agent capable of decisions. Would
Jim, by remaining passive, be responsible for the deaths of 20 Indians fed to the dragon?]

In any event the utilitarian is not short of responses. The choice of Pedro (the soldier) is
indisputable, as is Pedro’s moral and legal responsibility if he carries on the shootings. But
in remaining passive Jim accepts some share of moral responsibility (though perhaps not legal
responsibility) for the deaths of at least 19 Indians. If he had absolutely no such responsibility,
then what is the difference between him being at the scene of the execution and him being in
Australia? No doubt the fact of the offer and the details of Jim’s situation make him involved
in the execution process. The onus is now on Williams to spell out this involvement.

Question 3. Should Williams modify his response in the case of Pedro the dragon (as opposed
to the case of Pedro the soldier)?

P . Utilitarianism says that people must pursue the increase in overall happiness. But
people pursue happiness indirectly—through their localised goals. A person who pursues hap-
piness directly is going to find its opposite. I develop a cure for cancer, perhaps indeed for the
greater benefit of mankind. To make any progress I must be committed to my work. Cancer
researchmust become a long-term project of mine. So, Williams reasons, after all I am involved
in the project of cancer research, rather than in the project of happiness pursuit (which anyway
makes little sense).

If this point is granted, then the complaint is as follows. Utilitarianism requires the agent, if
a certainmoment arrives, to abandon his values and goals (≈ projects) for the sake of protecting
the overall happiness in the world. Thus Georgemay haveworked all his life against CBW. But
a moment came, and he is forced to abandon all that he believes in, and begin to work on CBW
in order to avert an even worse situation.

Williams argues that in this case George becomes ‘alienated’ from his actions, and that he
loses his ‘integrity’. That is, he is no longer involved in the things he does, and that the things
he does run against his convictions. A man who commits adultery with his friend’s wife, or
cheats a charity fund, or breaks a promise to his children—this man, we say, has no (or low)
integrity. He generally agrees that one does not harm one’s own friend, that a charity fund is
doing an important job, or that lying to children is awful. But he cannot follow up on his own
beliefs, either because of his weak character, or because of conflicting desires, or for some other
reason. The man’s actions, beliefs, motives, and habits do not form a unified, integral whole.

But an utilitarian will be unimpressed. In the first place, George should not be alienated
from his action. On the contrary: he now works in CBW with the full understanding of min-
imising the possible damage done by the keen NN. So what he is doing is very much in line
with his beliefs on CBW. If his belief was, ‘I should never work on CBW’, then of course it is
compromised. But such a belief is self-oriented. There is nothing much to recommend it for.



Working for a greater good frequently involves doing things that are not very pleasant for you,
or the things you would not do were it not for a greater good. And these facts are just a reflec-
tion of a hierarchical structure of our goals. As long as you are aware of a higher goal, working
for an intermediate goal—that taken in isolation might be unworthy—should not be alienating
or damaging to your integrity.
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